Applications for EuroClio Membership
Applicant:

Association Pedagogy and Formation
Association Pédagogie et Formations

Country:

France

Applying for:

Associated Membership

Aims of the organization:

The Association Pédagogie et Formations aims to fight against
radicalization, antisemitism, racism, sexism, via the development of
Critical Thinking, and the promotion of media literacy and of a
critical approach to social media.

Motivation:

Several of our educational workshops focus on Remembrance
Education, and joining an European network would allow us to
exchange on our pedagogical practices, with the aim of promoting a
sense of belonging in a European space where memory is shared.

Website:

http://www.pedagogie-formations.org

Social Media profiles:

https://www.facebook.com/PedagogieEtFormations

Applicant:

Historical memory in Iberian literatures research group (MHLI)
Memoria historikoa literature iberiarretan ikertaldea

Country:

Spain

Applying for:

Associated Membership

Aims of the organization:

MHLI (Historical Memory in Iberian Literatures) is a consolidated
research team of the University of the Basque Country. The aim of
the research group is to investigate the cultural representations of
the Historical Memory in the fields of Basque culture and the Iberian
area of the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries. Topics such as
the representation of the Civil War and ETA terrorism, the pedagogy
of historical memory among primary and secondary school
students, the transmission of traumatic memory, Franco's
censorship ... are some of those that the group has analyzed so far.

Motivation:

The value of education for peace is one of the mottos and objectives
of the group, and in that sense, we have been working on the
preparation of educational material on terrorism and war to use in
the classroom. Most of the members of the group are professors of
the faculties of education of the University of the Basque Country
and we would love to establish contacts and collaborate in projects
in the field of education and historical memory.

Website:

http://www.mhli.net

Online publications:

https://mhli.net/en/publications/

Applicant:

The Association of Albanian history teacher “ Youth and
History”
Shoqata e Mesuesve te Historise se Shqipersise “ RINIA dhe
HISTORIA”

Country:

Albania

Applying for:

Associated Membership

Aims of the organization:

The Albanian National Association "Youth and History" is an
independent organization, non-governmental, non-profit, whose
mission is to help young people through history to understand the
origins of contemporary problems, to develop a sense of identity, to
give them knowledge and cultures of other countries, to prepare
them as active members of democracy and citizenship.

Motivation:

To carry out awareness and information activities with young
people and teachers about current national and international
developments (seminars, conferences, workshops).
To assist young people and teachers in developing tolerant and
understanding attitudes towards any historical prejudice through
their scientific work, participation in debates and the expression of
free opinions etc.

Website:

n/a

Social Media profiles:

https://www.facebook.com/rinia.historia/

Applicant:

Belfast International Language Academy

Country:

United Kingdom

Applying for:

Associated Membership

Aims of the organization:

To provide knowledge wisdom and understanding of conflict
resolution by enable the next generation of young educators to help
resolve seemingly intractable conflicts.

Motivation:

Bring students together from different European countries in
Belfast and educate them or the post conflict resolution processes
which are being applied here.

Website:

http://www.bil.academy

Social Media profiles

https://www.facebook.com/BILAcademy/
https://twitter.com/bilacademy

